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PREFACE

However, as every parent of a small child knows,
converting a large object into small fragments
is considerably easier than the reverse process.
Andrew S. Tanenbaum, Computer Networks, 
4th ed., Upper Saddle River, NJ 2002, p. 428

In the field of studies of ancient culture the enormous and last-
ing authority of fragments is, not surprisingly, a stable feature. This

important and difficult subject has attracted scholars’ attention over the
past decades; as a result, more and more emphasis is placed on the phe-
nomenon in question. Examining fragments requires not only understand-
ing what the fragment is (which is by no means easy), but also what the
fragment can and should be for scholars working on various ‘objects’ and
aspects related to ancient culture. It also requires realizing the strengths
and, at the same time, limitations of a fragmentum, which – being a piece
detached from the whole – may bear little resemblance to the ‘object’ it
originally belonged to. 

In the case of Greek and Roman monuments of culture, material as
well as spiritual, the process of corruption began quite early, and the quest
for the ‘original’ lasts to this day. Scholars nowadays persist in their efforts
to reconstruct the realities of the ancient world and – in a way – to re-cre-
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ate the past. The vast body of extant fragments cannot be dismissed if a
broad picture of past times is to be obtained. 

The present volume offers a variety of case studies rather than a the-
oretically oriented survey of trends and overall approaches towards the
fragmentarily preserved ancient material. Nevertheless, the discussions
of specific cases are not confined to merely illustrating with examples the
patterns already detected and followed by scholars, but also formulate
some new theoretical proposals applicable to different kinds of material.

This book stems from the international conference Fragments, Holes, and
Wholes: Reconstructing the Ancient World in Theory and Practice (Warsaw, 12–14
June 2014), which was organized by the Committee on Ancient Culture of
the Polish Academy of Sciences, the Institute of Classical Studies of the
University of Warsaw, the Institute of Archaeology of the University of
Warsaw, and the Institute of Classical Studies of Adam Mickiewicz Uni-
versity in Poznań. The papers assembled in it were all delivered during the
conference, and roughly reflect the range of different subjects represented
there. We are grateful to the Faculty of Polish Studies of the University of
Warsaw for providing the funds for publication of this volume.

Many individuals contributed to the success of the event. The members
of the Conference Committee: Tomasz Giaro, Włodzimierz Lengauer,
Adam Łajtar, Karol Myśliwiec, Jakub Pigoń, Mikołaj Szymański (accompa-
nied by the two undersigned) are to be thanked for their unfailing support,
and particularly for their valuable contribution to the selection of papers
for the conference. Additionally, they all – together with Renate Schlesier,
Johannes Engels, Hans-Joachim Gehrke and Han Baltussen – presided
over sessions. Very special thanks go to the scholars who kindly accepted
our invitation and agreed to deliver the opening and keynote lectures:
Hans-Joachim Gehrke, Annette Harder, Wolfgang Kaiser, Joshua Katz,
Karol Myśliwiec, and Dirk Obbink. 

We are convinced that the fruitful dialogue between speakers, formal
respondents (Maria Jennifer Falcone, Chiara Meccariello, Elisabetta Mic-
colis, Marco Perale, Mateusz Stróżyński, Alexandra Trachsel, Matteo Zac-
carini) and other participants contributed to the improvement of the
papers before their submission to this volume. The lively intellectual
atmosphere of the discussions is best exemplified by the exchange
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between S. Douglas Olson and Han Baltussen, which is included at the

end of this volume as the Epilogue.

Finally, we should like to express our heartfelt gratitude to the Confer-
ence Secretary, Jan Kwapisz, without whose tremendous input and orga-
nizational skills the conference would never have been so successful. Sep-
arate thanks are due to him, Jennifer Hilder and Tomasz Derda for taking

on the time-consuming task of editing this volume.

Poznań, June 2016 Krystyna Bartol Jerzy Danielewicz
krbartol@amu.edu.pl danielew@amu.edu.pl
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Ettore Cingano

EPIC FRAGMENTS ON THESEUS: 
HESIOD, CERCOPS, AND THE THESEIS

To illustrate the kaleidoscope of problems and challenges pre-
sented by the elusiveness of fragmentary poetry, I shall deal in depth

with a few epic fragments centred on the Athenian hero Theseus, which
are quoted mainly by Plutarch in his Life of Theseus. Interestingly, these
texts are also closely connected with some fragments of the local histori-
an Hereas of Megara (fourth century bc) and of the writers of Megarica;
therefore, fragments from different literary genres can here be seen to
interact in relating various details regarding the heroic deeds of Theseus.1

I

The prominence of Theseus in Greek mythology, iconography and lit-
erature, particularly in the imaginaire of sixth-fifth century Athens, needs
not to be stressed here: it is well documented by a vast array of sources,
starting with the Homeric and the cyclic poems, which recall his compan-
ionship with the Lapith Pirithous, the abduction of Helen, and his Cre-
tan adventures, including the story of Ariadne.2 The killing of the Mino-

1 The fragments of the writers of Megarica have been edited by F. Jacoby (FGrHist 485–
487) and by L. Piccirilli, ��	���	. Testimonianze e frammenti, Pisa 1975.

2 Hom. Il. 1.265 (see also 3.144, which features Theseus’ mother Aethra), both considered
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taur is attested at an early stage by the friezes on the body of the François
vase painted by Clitias (ca. 570 bc), representing Theseus with youths and
maidens and supposedly celebrating his recent killing of the Minotaur;
Clitias also represented the geranos dance of the Athenian youths on two
other vases: the theme may have been popular in Athens because the aris-
tocratic $o-( claimed descent from those youths.3 In lyric poetry, the ear-
liest evidence for Theseus – still centred on the Cretan episode – is pro-
vided by Sappho, fr. 206 Voigt = schol. Verg. Aen. 6.21:

quidem septem pueros et septem puellas accipi volunt, et Plato dicit in
Phaedone et Sappho in lyricis et Bacchylides in dithyrambis et Euripides
in Hercule, quos liberavit secum Theseus.

Some think seven boys and seven girls are meant, as Plato has it in the
Phaedo [58a], Sappho in her lyric poems, Bacchylides in his dithyrambs
[Dith. 17] and Euripides in the Hercules [1326–1327]. Theseus freed them
along with himself.4

A few decades later, in the last part of the sixth century Theseus
emerges as a civilizing hero designed to be the Attic response to Heracles
in lyric and tragic poetry, and in Greek art.5 Besides the poems just men-

interpolated by many scholars (see, most recently, M. L. West, The Epic Cycle: A Commen-
tary on the Lost Troy Epics, Oxford 2013, p. 172); Od. 11.321–325, 631; argum. Cypr. p. 40.29 Ber-
nabé; schol. D Hom. Il. 3.242 van Thiel = Cypr. fr. 13 Bernabé = 12 Davies/West. On these texts
see my ‘Teseo e i Teseidi tra Troia e Atene’, [in:] P. Angeli Bernardini (ed.), L’epos minore,
le tradizioni locali e la poesia arcaica, Rome 2007, pp. 91–102.

3 See M. Torelli, ‘Un dono per gli dei: kantharoi e gigantomachie. A proposito di un
kantharos a figure nere da Gravisca’, [in:] K. Lomas (ed.), Greek Identity in the Western Medi-
terranean: Papers in Honour of Brian Shefton, Leiden 2004, pp. 211–227, at 220; the same scene
is represented on an Attic amphora roughly contemporary to the François vase (ABV
104.126, Leiden). On the early iconography of the episodes of the Minotaur and the gera-
nos dance see H. Maehler, ‘Theseus Kretafahrt und Bakchylides 17’, Museum Helveticum
48 (1991), pp. 114–126, at 118–120; T. Gantz, Early Greek Myth: A Guide to Literary and Arti-
stic Sources, Baltimore 1993, pp. 262–269; S. Woodford & J. Neils, ‘Theseus’, [in:] Lexicon
Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae, 7.1 (1994), pp. 940–941, 943, nos. 228–235, 264–265.

4 Trans. D. A. Campbell, Greek Lyric, I: Sappho and Alcaeus, Cambridge, MA 1982.
5 According to K. W. Arafat, ‘Theseus: Theseus in art’, [in:] Oxford Classical Dictionary,

4th ed., p. 1465, ‘from the late 6th cent. a cycle of Theseus’s adventures on the road from
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tioned, Theseus also occurs in other epic poems connecting him to fur-
ther adventures or exploits; among these there is one Hesiodic fragment
(fr. 298 Merkelbach-West = 235a, b Most), quoted by Plutarch, who draws
on Hereas of Megara (Plut. Thes. 20 = FGrHist 486 F 1), to which I shall
return later. Furthermore, in a detailed passage listing the poems attrib-
uted to Hesiod, Pausanias mentions a poem on Theseus’ descent to
Hades together with Pirithous, who had previously helped him with the
abduction of Helen: 

H23* %n +"r G3o0" ... g1 �/,w- 3*-" F��- ] R2s/%/1 =0*)μt- �/*q2&*&-, F1
$4-"�+m1 3& z%uμ&-" +"r @1 μ&$m,"1 F�/-/μm'/42*- Q/s"1, +"r �&/$/-s"-
3& +"r F1 3t- μm-3*- �&,mμ�/%", +"r g1 �(2&v1 F1 3t- E*%(- ]μ/� �&*0s)�
+"3"#"s( �"0"*-o2&*1 3& �&s08-/1 F�r %*%"2+",s| %p 3� B6*,,o81 ...

(Paus. 9.31.5)

But there is another opinion ... according to which Hesiod composed a
very great number of epic poems: the poem about women; and what they
call the Great Ehoiai; The Theogony; the poem about the seer Melampous;
the one about Theseus’ descent to Hades together with Peirithous; and
The Precepts of Chiron (the ones for teaching Achilles) ...6

The myth related their ill-fated journey to Hades with the bold aim of
abducting Persephone, whom Pirithous intended to marry; the two heroes
were tricked by Hades into the chairs of forgetfulness, and Theseus alone
was finally rescued by Heracles from the underworld.7 Elsewhere, Pausanias
relates that the katabasis of Theseus and Pirithous was also narrated in the

Troezen appears, perhaps derived from poetry’. In the late sixth century the Attic trage-
dian Thespis composed a tragedy named Qs)&/*, The Young Men. See M. L. West, ‘The
view from Lesbos’, [in:] M. Reichel & A. Rengakos (eds), Epea pteroenta. Beiträge zur
Homer-forschung. Festschrift für W. Kullmann zum 75. Geburtstag, Stuttgart 2002, pp. 207–219,
at 215 (= Hellenica: Selected Papers on Greek Literature and Thought, I: Epic, Oxford 2011, p. 402
= Greek Epic Fragments, Cambridge, MA 2003, pp. 24–25), who claims that Theseus’ ‘emer-
gence as a sort of Attic Heracles ... appears on artistic evidence to have occurred only
around 525 bc’..

6 Trans. G. W. Most, Hesiod: Theogony. Works and Days. Testimonia, Cambridge, MA 2007. 
7 On the descent of Theseus and Pirithous into Hades see also Diod. Sic. 4.63.1–4 (cf.

4.26.1); Verg. Aen. 6.392–397; Gantz, Early Greek Myth (cit. n. 3), pp. 291–295.
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epic poem Minyas (Paus. 10.28.2 = Miny. fr. 1 Bernabé/Davies/West), which
must have dealt extensively with the underworld, since all the  characters
mentioned in the extant fragments are set in Hades. To add to the picture,
a substantial papyrus fragment (28–29 lines) in hexameters, published in
1950 by Reinhold Merkelbach (P. Ibscher, col. i, first century bc), presents a
dialogue between Theseus and Meleager in the underworld, in the presence
of Pirithous.8 The two distinct accounts by Pausanias  indicate that the
katabasis was narrated both by ‘Hesiod’ and in the Minyas, and it remains
therefore unclear whether this papyrus fragment should be assigned to the
Minyas or to the Hesiodic katabasis of Theseus and Pirithous.9

In theory, the best evidence on the life and deeds of Theseus must
have been provided by the epic poem Theseis, whose title indicates that it
was centred on the exploits of the Athenian hero. Among others, Emily
Kearns has recently expressed the view that ‘his prominence in Athenian
tradition seems not to pre-date the 6th cent. bc, deriving at least in part
from an epic or epics’.10 Unfortunately, the evidence for such a poem rests
on very thin ground: Aristotle in the Poetics only speaks in generic terms
of the many poets who composed an Heracleis and a Theseis: 

%*t �m-3&1 F/s+"2*- >μ"03m-&*- `2/* 3�- �/*(3�- ��0"+,(s%" �(2(�%" +"r
3l 3/*"�3" �/*qμ"3" �&�/*q+"2*- ...

(Arist. Poet. 1451a 19–21)

So all those poets appear to go wrong who have composed a Heracleis, a
Theseis, and poems of that kind ...11

8 On the text of the papyrus see R. Merkelbach, ‘������� �	�	
	���’, Studi
Italiani di Filologia Classica 24 (1950), pp. 255–263; idem, ‘Nachtrag zur �������
�	�	
	���’, Studi Italiani di Filologia Classica 26 (1952), pp. 221–222.

9 Scholars have accordingly attributed it to either poem, with a marked preference for
the Minyas (Hes. fr. 280 Merkelbach-West = 216 Most = Miny. fr. 7–8 dub. Bernabé = 7*
West). On this fragment see my forthcoming paper ‘Placing epic and lyric fragments: Ste-
sichorus, Simonides, Corinna, the Hesiodic corpus and other rags’. On the attribution to
a Minyad see most recently A. Debiasi, Eumelo. Un poeta per Corinto. Con ulteriori divagazioni
epiche, Rome 2015, esp. pp. 255–258. By contrast, in her recent unpublished Masters disser-
tation (Messina 2015), Silvia Cutuli has argued that this fragment was part of the Theseis.

10 E. Kearns, ‘Theseus’, [in:] Oxford Classical Dictionary, 4th ed., p. 1464.
11 Trans. West, Greek Epic Fragments (cit. n. 5).



It remains surprising, given the fame of Theseus and the ability of
Athens to appropriate most poetic genres and promote the prestige of its
local heroes, that apart from Aristotle the existence of an epic Theseis is
explicitly attested only by two other sources, both associating Theseus
with Heracles. This can be seen as a clear sign that ‘[t]his poem, from a
time in which early epic poetry had perished, makes a second Herakles of
the only Attic hero who was known outside Athens, and to achieve this
end it borrowed extensively from the Herakles story’.12 In the Life of The-
seus, Plutarch relates about ‘the Amazon uprising that the poet of the The-
seis has written of, in which, when Theseus was celebrating his wedding to
Phaedra, Antiope [his former wife: cf. Ps.-Apollod. Epit. 1.16-17] attacked
him and the Amazons with her gave support, and Heracles killed them’.13

The second fragment is preserved in a scholion to Pindar and refers to a
mythological detail: according to the poet of the Theseis (] 3p- �(2(�%"
$0m7"1) and to Pisander of Camirus and Pherecydes, the Cerynean hind,
which was successfully captured by Heracles, had golden horns (schol. Pind.

Ol. 3.50b = Thes. fr. 2 Bernabé/Davies/West).14 The pairing of the author of
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12 So F. Jacoby, Atthis: the Local Chronicles of Ancient Athens, Oxford 1949, p. 220; see
already C. Robert, Die griechische Heldensage, II 2, 4th ed., Berlin 1921, p. 676: ‘In diesem
Sagen [describing his early days in Troezen, the journey towards Athens and the Amazons
episode] tritt deutlich die Tendenz hervor, den Theseus dem Herakles möglichst ähnlich
zu machen’.

13 Plut. Thes. 28.1 = Theseis fr. 1 Bernabé/Davies/West: S- $l0 ] 3�1 �(2(s%/1 �/*(3p1
Bμ"'u-8- F�"-m23"2*- $o$0"5&, �(2&� $"μ/�-3* �"s%0"- 3�1 B-3*u�(1 F�*3*)&μo-(1 +"r
3�- μ&3� "b3�1 Bμ"'u-8- =μ4-/μo-8- +"r +3&s-/-3/1 "b3l1 R0"+,o/41 ...; trans. West,
Greek Epic Fragments (cit. n. 5). See H. Herter, ‘Theseus der Athener’, Rheinisches Museum
für Philologie 88 (1939), pp. 244–286, 289–326, at 283. Two slightly different versions of the
episode are found in Paus. 1.2.1, who quotes Pindar (fr. 175 Maehler, associating Theseus
with Pirithous), and Aegias of Troezen (= Nostoi, fr. 15 fals. Bernabé; see Robert, Die grie-
chische Heldensage [cit. n. 12], p. 731 n. 2), associating Theseus and Heracles, and locating
the clash in Asia Minor. See U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Homerische Unter -
suchungen, Berlin 1884, p. 342; A. Kalkmann, Pausanias der Perieget. Untersuchungen über seine
Schriftstellerei und seine Quellen, Berlin 1886, pp. 141–142; Herter, ‘Theseus der Athener’, 
p. 247 n. 9; Jacoby ad FGrHist 606; A. Cameron, Greek Mythography in the Roman World,
Oxford 2004, pp. 236–237.

14 �q,&*"- %n &X�& [sc. H,"5/-] +"r 6042/+o08- =�t U23/0s"1. ] $l0 <3p-> �(2(�%"
$0m7"1 3/*"w3(- "b3q- <,o$&*> +"r �&s2"-%0/1 ] �"μ*0&v1 +"r �&0&+w%(1. The myth pro-
bably narrated that Theseus helped Heracles in securing the hind.
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the Theseis with the epic poet Pisander (seventh/sixth century bc) in this
source may hint at an early date of the poem in the opinion of the scho-
liast: a reference here to the Theseis composed (according to Diogenes
Laertius) by one Nicostratus in the fourth century bc seems unlikely.15

What is quite puzzling is the almost total lack of evidence for a poem
(the Theseis) aimed at endorsing and celebrating the exploits of the hero
who indisputably embodied the glory of Athens in the sixth and fifth cen-
turies. One would expect, (a) that particular care would have been dedi-
cated to preserving such a poem, which may have originated in an Attic
milieu; (b) that this poem would have left a lasting trace in later literature,
and would have been quoted as an authoritative source on Theseus in the
writings of Pherecydes and the prose writers who dealt with early Athen-
ian history and mythology. Contrary to these expectations, not a single
line of the poem survives and no mention of the Theseis is found in the
fragments of Pherecydes, who dealt at length (mainly) with the older sto-
ries of Theseus (such as the Cretan adventure, the battle with the Ama-
zons and various abductions: FGrHist 3 F 145–155 = Pherec. frr. 145–155
Fowler), or in the Attidographers, such as Hellanicus (FGrHist 323a; on
Theseus see F 14–20) and Philochorus (FGrHist 328; see F 108–112).16

15 Diog. Laert. 2.59 = Thes. test. 2 Davies: $&$u-"2* %n �&-/5�-3&1 G�3m� ... %&w3&0/1
B)(-"�/1, =%&,5t1 �*+/230m3/4 3/� 3p- �(2(�%" �&�/*(+u3/1 ... A Pindaric scholion (in
Ol. 10.83b = Diphil. Iamb. fr. 1 West) relates that one Diphilus composed a Theseis in iam-
bic meter, which surely had a less celebrative purpose; U. von Wilamowitz-Moellen-
dorff, Hellenistische Dichtung in der Zeit des Kallimachos, I, Berlin 1924, p. 104 n. 3 seems to
date him to the Hellenistic age. L. Radermacher, Mythos und Sagen bei den Griechen, Baden
bei Wien – Leipzig 1938, p. 335 n. 626, attributed Thes. fr. 2 Bernabé/Davies/West to the
Theseis of Diphilus; see H. Herter, ‘Theseus’, [in:] Realencyclopädie der classischen Altertum-
swissenschaft, Supplementband 13 (1973), coll. 1046–1047.

16 Regarding Pherecydes, this is rightly pointed out by J. Neils, The Youthful Deeds of
 Theseus, Rome 1987, p. 12, who rejects the existence of a Theseis in the sixth century bc; on
this point see also S. P. Morris, Daidalos and the Origins of Greek Art, Princeton 1992, 
pp. 341–342. On Theseus in the early Greek mythographers see R. Fowler, Early Greek
Mythography, II: Commentary, Oxford 2013, pp. 468–489. On the Theseis see the judicious
remarks of Jacoby, Atthis (cit. n. 12), pp. 219–220 and 394–395 n. 23; according to Jacoby,
Pherecydes’ Atthis ‘has largely furnished the basis for the Life of Theseus’ (Jacoby, 
FGrHist, III B (Supplem.), Notes, p. 217, n. 155). 



Moreover, the generic reference by Aristotle (quoted above) to the
many poets who composed an Heracleis and a Theseis, without singling out
one specific poem and/or author, can only signify that by his time no poem
centred on Theseus had gained the status and prominence of the poems
of the epic cycle. If the existence of (at least) one epic Theseis cannot be
doubted, its dating and influence remain obscure.17 The last quarter of the
sixth century is the most accepted date, and it is supported by a spate of
Attic vases centred on Theseus dating from ca. 515/510 bc, which could
have been inspired by a poem performed in Athens around 520 bc. They
represent the episode of the confrontation between Minos and Theseus,
and the latter’s leap into the sea to visit Amphitrite and retrieve the ring.
According to the scholarly opinion from the turn of the twentieth century,
Bacchylides’ Dithyramb 17 (dated between 490 and 470 bc) which featured
the episode of the ring may well have been inspired by the epic Theseis.18

To conclude on this point, it remains unclear why the epic Theseis fell
into oblivion in Athens at a relatively early stage. There may be some truth
in Jacoby’s remark that ‘[t]his epos may have had a strong momentary
effect, but tragedy superseded it’.19 Yet, tragedy surely lacked the narrative
pace which was appropriate for listing the exploits of a hero; a source that
better meets this requirement and could have provided the Athenian audi-
ence of the late sixth and fifth centuries with a skilful narrative on Theseus
may have been a poem by Simonides of Ceos, who was active in Athens for
many decades, from the time of the Pisistratids to his multiple victories in
dithyrambic contests (cf. Pl. [?] Hipparch. 228c; Arist. Ath. pol. 18.1; Simon.
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17 On the existence and dating of the Theseis see Radermacher, Mythos und Sagen (cit. n.
15), pp. 227–228, 266; W. S. Barrett, Euripides: Hippolytos, Oxford 1964, pp. 3–4; G. Hux-
ley, Greek Epic Poetry from Eumelos to Panyassis, London 1969, pp. 117–22; C. Sourvinou-
Inwood, Theseus as Son and Stepson: A Tentative Illustration of the Greek Mythological Mental -
ity, London 1979, pp. 25, 53, 55; C. Ampolo, [in:] idem & M. Manfredini (eds), Plutarco.
Le vite di Teseo e di Romolo, Milan 1988, pp. xxviii–xxix; C. Calame, Thésée et l’imaginaire
athénien, Lausanne 1990, pp. 397–406, esp. 405–406, placing the poem in the last quarter
of the sixth century bc.

18 See the scholarship quoted by Maehler, ‘Theseus Kretafahrt’ (cit. n. 3), p. 114 and 
n. 5. The same episode was painted on a wall of the Theseion in Athens, dating from the
second quarter of the fifth century bc; see Paus. 1.17.3.

19 Jacoby, FGrHist, III B (Supplem.), 2, Notes, n. 20 ad Philoch. F 110, p. 344.
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Epigr. 27 Page). It is very likely that Simonides composed a poem on the

subject; from what we can gather, he dealt with at least two episodes, the

Cretan adventure and the journey home (Plut. Thes. 17.5; Simon. frr. 550–
551 PMG = 242–243 Poltera) to which the above-mentioned spate of Attic

vases could be referred, and the abduction of the Amazon Hippolyte (Ps.-
Apollod. Epit. 1.16 = Simon. fr. 551A Campbell = 287 Poltera; cf. Ath.

13.557a), called Antiope or Melanippe by most sources.
20

II

I shall now deal with an anonymous fragment, whose authorship is

much debated; it is quoted by Plutarch, who in the Life of Theseus (32.7)
draws on the local historian Hereas of Megara (see also above and below).
The mythical context is the abduction of the young Helen by Theseus

with the help of his companion, the Lapith Pirithous. Theseus took

Helen to Attica and handed her over to his mother Aethra with the task

of guarding her (cf. Diod. Sic. 4.63). In Plutarch’s version, when the

Dioscuri Castor and Polydeuces set off to rescue their sister and arrived

in the town of Aphidna in North Attica flanked by other heroes and allies

(cf. Hdt. 9.73; Ps.-Apollod. Epit. 1.23), they were confronted by Theseus.
21

20
The Amazon is called Hippolyte also by Isoc. Panath. 193; Clidem. FGrHist 323 F 18;

Zopyr. FGrHist 336 F 1; Istr. Callim. FGrHist 334 F 10 = Ath. 13.557a; hyp. Eur. Hipp. p. 1

Schwartz; schol. Ar. Ran. 849; Diod. Sic. 4.28.1–2; conversely, Antiope is the only name to

appear in the inscriptions on vases representing the episode – see Jacoby, FGrHist, III B

(Supplem.), Text, pp. 439–440. For the name Antiope cf. Pind. fr. 175 Maehler; Philoch.

FGrHist 328 F 110; Plut. Thes. 26.1; 28.1–2; Paus. 1.2.1; Diod. Sic. 4.28.1–2; on Antiope see

Gantz, Early Greek Myth (cit. n. 3), pp. 282–285. The possibility that a work (‘whether lite-
rary or artistic’) other than the epic Theseis may account for the many vases representing

the exploits of Theseus was raised by Barrett, Euripides: Hippolytos (cit. n. 17), p. 3 n. 1.

21
M. L. West, ‘Stesichorea: Stesichorus at Sparta: Supplementary note’, [in:] idem, Hel-

lenica: Selected Papers on Greek Literature and Thought, II: Lyric and Drama, Oxford 2012, p.

106 has recently suggested that the journey of the Dioscuri to retrieve Helen should be

identified in the narrative of P. Oxy. 2735 fr. 1 (attributed by him to Stesichorus, otherwise

generally classified as Ibycean; see Ibyc. fr. 166 Davies): ‘I now see that the impending war

cannot be the Trojan war, in which the Tyndaridai did not take part. I think it must be



Plutarch, drawing on Hereas and on the lines of an anonymous epic

poem, reports that in the fierce fight that followed Theseus killed the

Megarian hero Halycus, a son of Sciron and an ally of the Dioscuri:

F-3"�)m 5"2* +"r C,4+t- �&2&�- 3t- �+&s08-/1 4Uu-, 24230"3&4uμ&-/-
3u3& 3/�1 �*/2+/w0/*1, =5’ /f +"r 3u�/- 3�1 �&$"0*+�1 C,4+t- +",&�2)"*
3/� 2yμ"3/1 F-3"5o-3/1. R0o"1 %� c�t �(2o81 "b3/� �&0r B5s%-"1
=�/)"-&�- 3t- C,4+t- U23u0(+&, +"r μ"03w0*" 3"43r 3l H�( �"0o6&3"* �&0r
3/� C,4+/��

... 3t- F- &b046u0� �/3� B5s%-�
μ"0-mμ&-/- �(2&v1 K,o-(1 I-&+� L4+uμ/*/
+3&�-&- ...

(Plut. Thes. 32.6–7 = Hereas, FGrHist 486 F 2 
= fr. 2 Piccirilli = epic. adesp. fr. 8 West)

Here they say that Halycus, the son of Sciron, was killed among others,
who at the time was joining in an expedition with the Dioscuri, and that
from him the place in Megara where he was buried is called Halycus.
Hereas reports that Halycus died at the hands of Theseus in Aphidna, and
he provides as evidence these epic lines about Halycus: ‘Halycus, whom
once upon a time Theseus slew while he was fighting in spacious Aphidna
for the sake of Helen of the lovely tresses ...’22

Interestingly, in mentioning the first abduction of Helen by Theseus,

an episode prior to the war at Troy, the poet of these verses appropriates

the formula K,o-(1 I-&+� L:+uμ/*/, which in Homer and Hesiod refers to

the second abduction of Helen at the hands of Paris. It is mainly used to

stress Helen’s role and responsibility in the Trojan war which ensued (cf.

Hom. Il. 9.338–339 3s %n ,"t- =-q$"$&- F-)m%’ =$&s0"1 | B30&�%(1� P /b6
K,o-(1 I-&+� L:+uμ/*/�). Hesiod couples the war at Thebes for the sake of

Oedipus’ property and throne with the war at Troy ‘for the sake of Helen

of the lovely tresses’ (Op. 165). The Hesiodic flavour of our fragment is
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their expedition to Attica ... to recover Helen when she had been abducted by Theseus.
We know that this story was told by Stesichorus’.

22 Trans. mine.
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strengthened by the participle μ"0-mμ&-/1, which also occurs in the Hes-
iodic passage just quoted.23 The formula K,o-(1 I-&+� L:+uμ/*/ is also

employed in the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women (Hes. fr. 200.11 Merkelbach-
West = 154e Most = 109 Hirschberger), in a lacunose context referring to

the Trojan war fought by Helen’s suitors.24

The combination pronoun + adverb (3t- ... �/3o in our fragment) is
often found in a narrative frame in the Hesiodic corpus and in epic cata-
logue poetry, where it serves to introduce a short narrative going back-
wards in time; in particular, in Hes. fr. 171.6–8 Merkelbach-West (= 120

Most = 75 Hirschberger) it apparently introduces the mention of the death

of Hyacinth at the hands of Apollo (... 3u- �m �/3’ "b3t1 | [�/�#/1 =+&02& -
+uμ(1 =o+8- +3m-& -(,o]9 %s2+8*; cf. also Hes. frr. 17a.4; 26.7; 161.2; 177.9;

234.2 Merkelbach-West; Hom. Il. 2.547, 629; 6.21; Od. 11.281, 284, 322 [about

Theseus]; Hymn. Hom. Ap. 307).25 On these grounds, it would be tempting

to consider this fragment quoted by Plutarch as ‘Hesiodic’, as recently

suggested by Martina Hirschberger without further clarification (= Hes. 

fr. *7 Hirschberger).26 Otherwise, it has variously been classified as a frag-

23 Hes. Op. 161–165: +"r 3/v1 μn- �u,&μu1 3& +"+t1 +"r 5w,/�*1 "T-p | 3/v1 μn- c5’
G�3"�w,� �q#�, �"%μ(s%* $"s�, | h,&2& μ"0-"μo-/41 μq,8- I-&+’ �T%*�u%"/, | 3/v1 %n
+"r F- -q&22*- c�n0 μo$" ,"�3μ" )",m22(1 | F1 �0/s(- =$"$x- K,o-(1 I-&+� L:+uμ/*/.

24 The simpler variant &W-&+" +/w0(1 is used to refer to Helen several times at the end of
a line in the catalogue of suitors, with a different nuance (‘presents ... for (the sake of)
Helen’: Hes. frr. 196.4; 198.4; 204.76 Merkelbach-West). Similar expressions occur many
times in other poetic genres, such as lyric poetry and tragedy, stressing the bond between
Helen and the war at Troy: cf. Alc. fr. 283.13–14 Voigt �0y8- �&%s8<*> %m[μ&-3"1] | H--&+"
+q-"1; Ibyc. S151.5–6 Davies ."]-)}1 K,o-"1 �&0r &V%&* | %�]0*- �/,w4μ-/- H6[/]-3&1; Eur.
Andr. 103–106 Z,s� "T�&*-~ �m0*1 ... | =$m$&3� ... K,o-"-. | A1 I-&+�, j �0/s", %/0r +"r �40r
%(9m,83/- | &Y,o 2& ... D0(1. It should however be noted that the formula &W-&+" +/w0(1,
combined with an epithet, is also applied to women other than Helen: cf. Hes. frr. 43(a).37
(Mestra, supplemented); 73.6 Merkelbach-West (Atalanta). On Helen as the cause of the
Trojan war see most recently C. Calame, ‘The abduction of Helen and the Greek poetic
tradition: Politics, reinterpretations and controversies’‚ [in:] U. Dill & C. Walde (eds),
Antike Mythen: Medien, Transformationen und Konstruktionen, Berlin 2009, pp. 646–647. 

25 It is however also found elsewhere in epic and in lyric poetry; see e.g. Hom. Il. 7.90;
Pind. Pyth. 4.10, 46; 9.5; 10.31.

26 See M. Hirschberger, Gynaikon Katalogos und Megalai Ehoiai: Ein Kommentar zu den
Fragmenten zweier hesiodeischer Epen, München – Leipzig 2004, pp. 469–470, slightly



ment from a Theseis27 or from the Cypria,28 or from another lost epic poem
(epic. adesp. fr. 8 Davies/West29), or as a fragment of Hellenistic poetry 
(SH 1155) providing evidence of a poem issued from a Megarian milieu.30

Yet, in spite of its brevity and anonymity, this fragment also raises
other questions – besides its attribution – regarding the mythological
background it presupposes. A striking difference surfaces if one considers
that according to the standard version of the episode attested in epic and
lyric poetry, Theseus was not involved in the clash which took place at
Aphidna. According to the Cypria (fr. 13 Bernabé = 12 Davies/West),31 to
Alcman (fr. 21 PMGF = Paus. 1.41.4 and schol. D Hom. Il. 3.242 van Thiel),
and Pindar (fr. 243 Maehler = Paus. 1.41.3–5), Theseus was actually unable
to fight at Aphidna and keep Helen with him because (as recalled above)
at the time he had descended to Hades with Pirithous with the aim of
abducting Persephone;32 or else, according to a less daring tradition, he
had set off to Thesprotia to abduct the daughter of the local king.33 It is
worth noting that most sources stress that Theseus was far away when
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modifying the attribution to the Catalogue of Women suggested by A. I. Zajcev, ‘Gesio -
dovskij fragment o Tesee i Galike? (Plut., Thes., 32,7)’, Vestnik Drevnej Istorii 72.2 (1960), 
pp. 93–96 who suggested that the fragment might have had a place at the beginning of
Book 2 of the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women.

27 See e.g. H. Düntzer, Die fragmente der epischen Poesie der Griechen, Köln 1842, p. 119:
‘Aus einer Theseis’; F. Pfister, Der Reliquienkult im Altertum, I, Gießen 1909, p. 30.

28 T. W. Allen, ‘Homerica II: Additions to the Epic Cycle’, Classical Review 27 (1913), 
pp. 189–191, at 190, noting that ‘the absence of an author’s name makes Hesiod somewhat
less likely’.

29 A. Bernabé, Poetae Epici Graeci, I, 2nd ed., Leipzig 1996, p. 52 refers to it as ‘fragmen-
tum epicum anon.’; see also p. 136 ad Thes. test. 2.

30 See P. J. Parsons & H. Lloyd-Jones ad SH 1155: ‘e Megaricis potius quam Theseide ... ?
vid. Jacoby ad FGrHist 486 F 2’.

31 It is irrelevant for the sake of my argument whether this episode was narrated in the
Cypria or another cyclic poem. On this point, see most recently West, The Epic Cycle (cit.
n. 2), pp. 87–88.

32 See also Hdt. 9.73.2; Hellan. fr. 168c Fowler; Ps.-Apollod. Bibl. 3.10.7; Epit. 1.23; Diod.
Sic. 4.63; Paus. 1.17.5–6; Plut. Thes. 31.3; Hyg. Fab. 79; schol. Ap. Rhod. 1.101a.

33 The departure of Theseus and Pirithous to Thesprotia is attested by Pausanias (1.17.4–
5, 18.4; 2.22.6–7 ~ Stes. fr. 86 Finglass quoted below); see also Ael. VH 4.5 and Philoch.
FGrHist 328 F 18a.
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the Dioscuri stormed Attica, sacked Aphidna, rescued Helen and eventu-
ally took her back to Sparta, together with Aethra to serve as her slave.
Besides Alcman and Pindar (= Paus. 1.41.3–5, quoted below, n. 39), cf. Stes.
fr. 86 Finglass (from Paus. 2.22.6–7):

�,(2s/- %n 3�- B-m+38- T,()4s"1 F23r- U&0t- =-m)(μ" K,o-(1, `3& 2v-
�&*0s)� �(2o81 =�&,)u-3/1 F1 �&2�083/v1 D5*%-m 3& c�t �*/2+/w08-
Gm,8 +"r O$&3/ F1 �"+&%"sμ/-" K,o-( ... +"r F�r 3�%& b5/0s8- �",+*%&v1
+"r �,&40y-*/1 B,o."-%0/1 H�( �/*q2"-3&1, �0u3&0/- %n H3* �3(2s6/0/1 ]
[μ&0"�/1, +"3l 3"b3m 5"2*- B0$&s/*1 �(2o81 &X-"* )4$"3o0" Z5*$o-&*"-.

Near the Lords [statues of the Dioscuri] is a sanctuary of Eileithyia, ded-
icated by Helen at the time when Theseus had gone with Pirithous to
Thesprotia and Aphidna was captured by the Dioscuri and Helen was
being taken to Sparta … Euphorion of Chalcis [fr. 86 Lightfoot] and
Alexander of Pleuron [fr. 11 Magnelli], who wrote poetry on this subject,
and even earlier Stesichorus of Himera all agree with the Argives that
Iphigeneia was Theseus’ daughter.34

Cf. further Ps.-Apollod. Bibl. 3.10.7 F- E*%/4 �(2o81 _-3/1; schol. D
Hom. Il. 3.242 van Thiel = Cypr. fr. 13 Bernabé = 12 Davies/West = Alcm. fr.
21 PMGF /U %n �*u2+/40/* �(2o81 μp 346u-3&1 ,"540"$8$/�2* 3l1
B5s%-"1 (Page: B)q-"1 codd., cf. Ps.-Apollod. Epit. 1.23; see, however,
Diod. Sic. 4.63.4; Ps.-Apollod. Bibl. 3.10.7; Plut. Thes. 32.7). The Homeric
scholion adds that in the ensuing fight Castor was wounded by the king
of the city, the eponymous hero Aphidnus. 

According to the mainstream Panhellenic tradition then, a clash
between the Dioscuri and Theseus never occurred, and one can easily
understand why this was the standard version of the myth. It has eluded
most modern scholars that what lies behind the absence of Theseus is a
subtle way to dispose of a mythological impasse: as Plutarch acutely
remarked, ‘it is not likely that Theseus himself was present when both his
mother and Aphidna was captured’35. Had the Athenian hero been present

34 Trans. D. A. Campbell, Greek Lyric, III: Stesichorus, Ibycus, Simonides, and Others, Cam-
bridge, MA 1991.

35 Plut. Thes. 32.7 /b μp- &T+t1 "b3/� �(2o81 �"0u-3/1 >,�-"* 3q- 3& μ(3o0" +"r 3l1



at Aphidna when the fight took place, how could it possibly be that in
spite of his heroic status and vigour the city was conquered and his mother
Aethra carried away by the Dioscuri and made a slave of Helen (not to
mention a further humiliation for him in the loss of Helen)? In other
words, Theseus’ failure in defending his own territory would have (a) utter-
ly undermined his aura and prestige, and (b) brought about an adynaton, by
assuming an unprecedented confrontation between heroes of outstanding
status, neither of whom could prevail: on one side the Lacedemonian
heroes Castor and Polydeuces of divine descent, on the other the most
prominent Athenian hero Theseus, a protégé of Athena and a descendant of
Erichthonius. The stress laid by the other sources on the absence of The-
seus when the Dioscuri rescued Helen pinpoints their awareness of the
mythological pitfall. As George Huxley has observed, ‘the loss of Helen
and Aithra could only be excused by the preoccupation of Theseus else-
where’;36 his timely departure to Hades was therefore the solution to avoid
a confrontation which would have been mythologically disruptive.37 For
another timely departure in a critical moment in epic narrative, generating
a radical change in the course of events, one can compare the unwise
departure of Menelaus from Sparta in the Cypria, leaving Helen alone with
Paris (argum. Cypria 2 West = p. 39 Bernabé, 31 Davies).

Remarkably, the doubts raised by Plutarch regarding the presence of
Theseus at Aphidna were also voiced by Pausanias (1.41.3–5), who in his
section on the Megarid reports another local version confirming the pres-
ence of Theseus in the fight at Aphidna, with a variant that credits him
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B5s%-"1. Trans. B. Perrin, Plutarch: Lives, I: Theseus and Romulus. Lycurgus and Numa. Solon
and Publicola, Cambridge, MA 1914, slightly changed.

36 Huxley, Greek Epic Poetry (cit. n. 17), p. 120.
37 The point is also raised by F. Guérin, ‘Le cycle de Thésée dans le théâtre perdu de

Sophocle’, Bulletin de l’Association Guillaume Budé 1 (2015), pp. 89–127, at 104: ‘...pour les
Athéniens qui “fabriquaient” leurs héros il était impensable que Thésée ait pu subir une
telle défaite’; however, she seems to ignore the implications of the contrasting versions of
the epic fragment and of Hereas (n. 51: ‘Le témoignage d’Héréas montre que ... Thésée
pouvait bien être présent lors de cette guerre’). For another mythological taboo concer-
ning the Dioscuri and the abduction of Helen by Paris see my ‘Aporie, parallelismi, riprese
e convergenze: la costruzione del ciclo epico’, [in:] A. Aloni & M. Ornaghi (eds), Tra
panellenismo e tradizioni locali. Nuovi contributi, Messina 2011, pp. 3–26, at 14–18.
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with the killing of yet another Megarian hero, Timalcus, the son of the
eponymous king Megareus (‘They say that ... the elder son of Megareus
Timalcus had before this [i.e. the killing of another son, Euippus, by a
lion] been killed by Theseus while on campaign with the Dioscuri against
Aphidna’38). Pausanias then continues:

Such is the account of the Megarians; but although I wish my account to
agree with theirs, yet I cannot accept everything they say. I am ready to
believe that a lion was killed by Alcathous on Citheron, but what histo-
rian has recorded that Timalcus the son of Megareus came with the
Dioscuri to Aphidna? And supposing they had gone there, how could
one hold that he had been killed by Theseus, when Alcman wrote a
poem on the Dioscuri [= fr. 21 PMGF], in which he says that they captured
Athens and carried into captivity the mother of Theseus, Aethra, but
Theseus himself was absent? Pindar in his poems [= fr. 243 Maehler]
agrees with this account, saying that Theseus wishing to be related to the
Dioscuri, <carried off Helen and kept her> until he departed to carry
out with Pirithous the marriage that they tell of.39

In spite of the different name of the hero killed by Theseus, we can
detect in the two versions by Plutarch and Pausanias a sharp contrast
with the earlier Athenian/Panhellenic report denying the presence of
Theseus on the scene. In the anonymous epic fragment and in these later

38 Paus. 1.41.3 5"2r ... 3t- ... �0&2#w3&0/- 3�- �"s%8- "b3� [sc. �&$"0&�] �sμ",+/- H3*
�0u3&0/- =�/)"-&�- c�t �(2o81, 230"3&w/-3" F1 D5*%-"- 2v- 3/�1 �*/2+/w0/*1. Here and
below, trans. W. H. S. Jones, Pausanias: Description of Greece, I: Books 1–2 (Attica and
Corinth), Cambridge, MA 1918, slightly adapted.

39 Ibidem, 4–5 3"�3" μn- /d38 $&-o2)"* ,o$/42*-� F$x %n $0m5&*- μn- F)o,8 �&$"0&�2*-
]μ/,/$/�-3", /b+ H68 %n `�81 &d08μ"* �m-3" 25s2*-, =,,l =�/)"-&�- μn- ,o/-3" F- 3�
�*)"*0�-* c�t B,+m)/4 �&s)/μ"*, �&$"0o81 %n �sμ",+/- �"�%" 3s1 μn- F1 D5*%-"- F,)&�-
μ&3l 3�- �*/2+/w08- H$0"7&� ��1 %� ?- =5*+uμ&-/1 =-"*0&)�-"* -/μs'/*3/ c�t �(2o81,
`�/4 +"r B,+μl- �/*q2"1 {2μ" F1 3/v1 �*/2+/w0/41, g1 B)q-"1 I,/*&- +"r 3p- �(2o81
=$m$/*&- μ(3o0" "T6μm,83/-, `μ81 �(2o" 5(2r- "b3t- =�&�-"*� �s-%"0/1 %n 3/w3/*1 3&
+"3l 3"b3l F�/s(2& +"r $"μ#0t- 3/�1 �*/2+/w0/*1 �(2o" &X-"* #/4,uμ&-/- <>0�"2)&�2"-
3p- K,o-(- %*"54,m."*> [add. Schroeder], F1 ^ =�&,)&�- "b3t- �&*0s)� 3t- ,&$uμ&-/-
$mμ/- 24μ�0m./-3". On this passage see Piccirilli, ��	���	 (cit. n. 1), pp. 64–66,
107–108; Pausanias (1.42.4 = Megarica fr. 8b Piccirilli) also mentions the tomb of Timalcus
in Megara.



versions (one of them depending on Hereas) two Megarian heroes, Haly-
cus and Timalcus, are killed by Theseus; nevertheless, as the story clearly
implies, in the end Theseus was defeated in spite of his bravery and had
to surrender not only Helen, but even his own mother. It would have
been interesting to see how the defeat of Theseus and the recovery of
Helen by the Dioscuri were accounted for in this non-Athenian narrative. 

Although at first sight the episode might fit into an epic aristeia of The-
seus, adding to his deeds when he liberated the Attic coast from all sorts
of monsters, villains and evildoers, a closer look reveals that this fragment
is very unlikely to have come from a Theseis.40 The defeat suffered by The-
seus at the hands of the Dioscuri would have been unflattering in a poem
centred on his many deeds, such as an Attic Theseis must have been.41

Moreover, the already discussed combination 3t- ... �/3o (relative pro-
noun + temporal adverb; line 1: ... 3t- F- &b046u0� �/3� B5s%-� ...) refers to
the death of Halycus in what seems to be an incidental mention of the
episode focused on him, rather than a full narrative centred on Theseus or
his aristeia. Luigi Piccirilli is right in stressing that Halycus died in a war in
which he is represented as the ‘nemico invasore’, and it may well be that
these lines belong to a local epic poem centred on the deeds and wars of
Megarian heroes.42

It should also be considered that the fragment was quoted by Hereas
the Megarian, ‘a dedicated hypercritic of Attic mythological pretentions’;43

moreover, to my knowledge it has gone unnoticed that it can be convinc-
ingly connected to a further piece of evidence which points towards a
Megarian tradition. An earlier passage of Plutarch’s Theseus, also relying on
/U �&$"0u)&- 24$$0"5&�1, the writers of Megarian history, reports another
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40 This view was rejected by Robert, Die griechische Heldensage (cit. n. 12), p. 701 n. 6; cf.
H. Herter, ‘Theseus der Athener’ (cit. n. 13), p. 283 n. 189: ‘Die von Hereas zitierten verse
bei Plut. Thes. 32,7 enthalten eine der herrschenden Tradition widersprechende Version
und sind daher nicht der alten Theseis zuzuschreiben’; idem, ‘Theseus’ (cit. n. 15), coll.
1169–1170; A. Bernabé, Poetae Epici Graeci (cit. n. 29), p. 136 ad Thes. test. 2.

41 On the Theseis see the bibliography quoted at nn. 16–17. 
42 See K. Hanell, Megarische Studien, Lund 1934, p. 11 n. 2; Piccirilli, ��	���	 (cit.

n. 1), p. 66; Ampolo, Plutarco. Le vite (cit. n. 17), pp. 254–255. 
43 Huxley, Greek Epic Poetry (cit. n. 17), p. 120.
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clash between Athens and Megara centred on the interpretation of myths
(Plut. Thes. 10.1–4 = FGrHist 487 F 1 = Megarica fr. 6a Piccirilli).44 It was relat-
ed to Sciron, the father of Halycus (cf. Plut. Thes. 32.6), a Corinthian based
in the Megarid:45 according to the Athenian version, attested first in Bac-
chylides (18.25; cf. Isoc. Hel. 29) and reported by Plutarch (Thes. 10.1), Sciron
was a bandit, a savage, and for this reason he was killed by the civilizing
hero Theseus on his journey towards Athens, along with other equally neg-
ative figures.46 On the other hand, Plutarch continues (Thes. 10.2–4), quot-
ing Simonides, the historians from Megara, ‘at war with antiquity’ (3�
�/,,� 60u-� �/,&μ/�-3&1: Simon. fr. 643 PMG = 316 Poltera), told quite a
different story, according to which Sciron was neither arrogant nor a ban-
dit; they insisted that he was a punisher of robbers and a friend of just and
good men. He was grafted by the Megarians on an impressive stemma con-
necting him to the righteous Aeacus (who married his daughter Endeis –
Ps.-Apollod. Bibl. 3.12.6), to Cychreus of Salamis, who received divine hon-
ours in Athens, and also to Peleus and Telamon, the fathers of the Panhel-
lenic heroes Achilles and Ajax.47 Traces of a positive assessment of Sciron

44 On the historians from Megara (fifth–fourth centuries bc) see L. A. Okin, ‘Theognis
and the sources for the history of archaic Megara’, [in:] T. J. Figueira & G. Nagy (eds),
Theognis of Megara: Poetry and Polis, Baltimore 1985, pp. 9–21, at 19–21; T. J. Figueira, ‘The
Theognidea and Megarian society’, ibidem, pp. 112–158, at 115–124.

45 For a detailed analysis of this myth and of the Attic genealogy of Sciron concocted by
the Megarians see J. M. Wickersham, ‘Myth and identity in the archaic polis’, [in:] idem
& D. C. Pozzi (eds), Myth and the Polis, Ithaca 1991, pp. 16–31, at 18–22; although he omits
to connect the narratives on Sciron to the one on his son Halycus in Plutarch (Thes. 10.1–
4; 32.7), Wickersham convincingly demonstrates how, even after Athenian possession of
Salamis was irreversible, Megara deployed genealogy, ritual, myth and cult to make its case
and create a tradition to counter Athenian claims of the past. I should add, however, that
Wickersham misinterprets (pp. 28–31) the Homeric and Hesiodic passages listing the
domains of Ajax (Hom. Il. 2.557–558; Hes. fr. 204.44–51 Merkelbach-West): see my ‘A cata-
logue within a catalogue: Helen’s suitors in the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women (frr. 196–204)’,
[in:] R. Hunter (ed.), The Hesiodic Catalogue of Women: Constructions and Reconstructions,
Cambridge 2005, pp. 143–151.

46 The same tradition on Sciron’s wickedness and punishment is found in schol. Eur. Hipp.
979; Diod. Sic. 4.59.4; Hyg. Fab. 38.4; Ps.-Apollod. Epit. 1.2–3; Paus. 1.44.8.

47 Plut. Thes. 10.3: 	T"+u- 3& $l0 K,,q-8- ]2*y3"3/- -/μs'&2)"*, +"r �460o" 3*μl1 )&�-
H6&*- B)q-(2* 3t- �","μs-*/-, 3p- %n �(,o81 +"r �&,"μ�-/1 =0&3p- c�� /b%&-t1 =$-/&�2)"*�



can also be found in Pausanias, who reports the work he managed as the
polemarch of the Megarians to enlarge what was later called the Scironian
road (Paus. 1.44.6 = Megarica fr. 6b Piccirilli).

If we combine the two passages regarding father (Sciron) and son
(Halycus) in Plutarch’s Theseus, who relies on Hereas and other historians
(syngrapheis) from Megara, we can assume that in the fifth–fourth centuries
bc an alternative myth had been created in Megara, with the aim to count-
er the domineering Attic propaganda and rehabilitate the character of
Sciron.48 At the same time, Theseus was portrayed as a negative figure who
killed two prominent Megarian heroes: the righteous Sciron, unjustly
labelled as a brigand by Athenian propaganda in earlier times (perhaps dur-
ing the dispute between Athens and Megara over the control of Eleusis),49

and at a later stage his son Halycus, who was helping the Dioscuri to
retrieve their sister ‘unjustly’ abducted by the Athenian hero. 

The Megarian version told by Pausanias (1.41.3–5), replacing Halycus
with Timalcus son of the king Megareus as a victim of Theseus, seems to
have served the same purpose – it can be viewed as a belated attempt to
reshape the mythological background concocted by the Athenians, which
had proved successful in earlier times in securing Athenian control of
Salamis, as was reported in Plutarch’s Life of Solon (10.1–6).50 Only the
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�+&s08-" 3/s-4- �460o81 μn- $&-o2)"* $"μ#0u-, 	T"+/� %n �&-)&0u-, �(,o81 %n +"r
�&,"μ�-/1 �m��/-, F. J-%(s%/1 $&$/-u38- 3�1 �+&s08-/1 +"r �"0*+,/�1 )4$"30u1 ... As a
further divergence from the Athenian version, the Megarians also claimed that Sciron had
been killed by Theseus at a later stage of his adventures (ibidem, 4).

48 See Herter, ‘Theseus’ (cit. n. 15), coll. 1073–1074; A. Brelich, ‘Theseus e i suoi avver-
sari’, Studi e materiali di storia delle religioni 27 (1956), pp. 136–141; Piccirilli, ��	���	
(cit. n. 1), pp. 101–102; Ampolo, Plutarco. Le vite (cit. n. 17), pp. 207–210; Wickersham,
‘Myth and identity’ (cit. n. 45), pp. 19–21. Jacoby, FGrHist, III B (Supplem.), Notes, p. 210,
n. 102, has rejected the view of Hanell, Megarische Studien (cit. n. 42), pp. 40–48 (see also
Piccirilli, ��	���	 [cit. n. 1], p. 101),  that the Attic version of the episode was con-
veyed by the Theseis.

49 According to the view of Piccirilli, ��	���	 (cit n. 1), p. 102; see also Jacoby,
FGrHist, III B (Supplem.), pp. 292–293; Notes, pp. 210–211.

50 On the propaganda war between Athens and Megara for the possession of Salamis see
R. Legon, Megara: The Political History of a Greek City-State to 336 B.C., Ithaca 1981, pp. 122–
131; Wickersham, ‘Myth and identity’ (cit. n. 45).
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determination to reshape what in the past had been the dominating
mythical (Panhellenic) version could bring the Megarians to neglect or
underplay the difficulty of creating a direct confrontation between The-
seus and the Dioscuri, and also of producing chronological discrepancies
in the genealogy of Timalcus and Theseus, who was made a near contem-
porary to Pelops, his maternal ancestor/great grandfather.51 Moreover, we
can see that Hereas was working in the same anti-Athenian direction in
another fragment transmitted by Plutarch (Solon 10.3–5 = Hereas, FGrHist
486 F 4 = Megarica fr. 3 Piccirilli), where he is quoted as having pointed
out that – contrary to what Solon had claimed in the dispute over the
possession of Salamis – the Salaminian burial habits resembled those in
Megara more closely than the Athenian practice, thus proving a strong
link between the two places. 

To conclude, this epic fragment should safely be assigned to an other-
wise unattested Megarian epic poem of later times (fifth–fourth century
bc), as was suggested by Peter Parsons and Hugh Lloyd-Jones, who
included it in the Supplementum Hellenisticum with a brief comment in the
apparatus.52 As they note, a similar opinion had already been expressed by
Felix Jacoby in his comments on this fragment of Hereas. What is attest-
ed here is a Lokalgeschichte asserting its rights by way of an epic poem
against the more powerful weapon of propaganda represented by the well
attested Athenian version; moreover, it can be inferred that the epic
medium was still considered an effective way to confer heroic status on
local rulers and lend credibility to the lore of traditions which shaped the
identity and history of Megara. 

III

It is now time to take into account another fragment recalled at the

51 See Paus. 1.41.5 =,,l $l0 3t- _-3" ,u$/- /U �&$"0&�1 &T%u3&1 F�*+0w�3/42*- and the
commentary ad Paus. 1.41.4–5 in D. Musti & L. Beschi, Pausania. Guida della Grecia, I:
L’Attica, Milan 1982, p. 426.

52 See n. 30 above.



beginning, which again is embedded in Plutarch’s Life of Theseus. Earlier
on in the text, he draws another epic fragment about Theseus from the
historian Hereas, adding that Hereas attributed it to ‘Hesiod’ (F+ 3�-
R2*u%/4, Plut. Thes. 20.1–2 = Hereas, FGrHist 486 F 1 = fr. 1 Piccirilli =
Hes. fr. 298 Merkelbach-West = 235a Most). The setting is similar to the
previous fragment, although the subject matter is love, not war. In
recounting the misadventures of Ariadne, the discussion shifts to the rep-
resentation of Theseus as a tombeur de femmes; Plutarch relates that ‘some
say that she hanged herself when she was abandoned by Theseus, others
that she was brought to Naxus by sailors and married Onarus, the priest
of Dionysus, and that she was abandoned by Theseus who was seized by
desire for another woman, “for a terrible desire for Panopeus’ daughter
Aegle was wearing him down” [Hes. fr. 298 Merkelbach-West]’. Plutarch
adds that ‘according to Hereas of Megara [FGrHist 486 F1] Pisistratus
removed this line from the works of Hesiod to do a favour to the Atheni-
ans; for the same reason, he inserted in Homer’s nekyia a line mentioning
“Theseus and Pirithous, the splendid children of the gods” [Od. 11.631]’:53

�U μn- $l0 =�m$."2)"s 5"2*- "b3p- [sc. B0*m%-(-] =�/,&*5)&�2"- c�t 3/�
�(2o81, /U %’ &T1 �m./- c�t -"43�- +/μ*2)&�2"- k-m0� 3� U&0&� 3/�
�*/-w2/4 24-/*+&�-� =�/,&*5)�-"* %n 3/� �(2o81 F0�-3/1 G3o0"1� 

‘�&*-t1 $m0 μ*- H3&*0&- H081 �"-/�(s%/1 	V$,(1’. 
3/�3/ $l0 3t H�/1 F+ 3�- R2*u%/4 �&*2s230"3/- F.&,&�- 5(2*- R0o"1 ]
�&$"0&w1, i2�&0 "e �m,*- Fμ#",&�- &T1 3p- aμq0/4 -o+4*"- 3t ‘�(2o"
�&*0s)/u- 3& )&�- =0*%&s+&3" 3o+-"’, 6"0*'uμ&-/- B)(-"s/*1.

The Hesiodic poem mentioned by Plutarch is now generally identified
as the Aegimius, although no explicit connection between the poet and
the poem occurs in the text.54 As can be seen, we are faced here with one
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53 Trans. G. W. Most, Hesiod: The Shield. Catalogue of Women. Other Fragments, Cambridge,
MA 2007, adapted.

54 The attribution to the Aegimius was fostered by J. Schweighaeuser, Animadversiones
in Athenaei Deipnosophistas, VII, Strasbourg 1805, p. 9, and accepted by K. O. Müller, Die
Dorier, II, 2nd ed., Breslau 1844, p. 464; see, however, G. Marckscheffel, Hesiodi, Eumeli,
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more confutation/denigration of Athenian propaganda by Hereas, expos-
ing the wrongdoing of the early Athenian tyrant Pisistratus, who in the

mid-sixth century bc tampered with the Homeric and Hesiodic poems on

more than one occasion. The allegation by Hereas is interesting since it

implies the circulation of some poems of the Hesiodic corpus in Athens

in the mid-sixth century bc; however, its reliability remains dubious, also

considering that it is the only piece of evidence at such an early age.
55

The Plutarchean passage is however just the first part of the Hesiodic

fragment recalling Theseus’ love for Aegle; it can be complemented by

another source, Athenaeus (13.557a = Hes. frr. 147 and 298 Merkelbach-
West = fr. 235b Most), who also deals in detail with the sexual exuberance

of the Athenian hero. After drawing on Ister the Callimachean (FGrHist
334 F 10) for the three different types of relationships with women that

Theseus experienced (love, abduction, legal wedding), Athenaeus reports

the following:

�/μsμ81 %’ "b3t- [sc.�(2o"] $�μ"* �&,s#/*"- 3p- 	V"-3/1 μ(3o0". R2s/%/1
%o 5(2*- +"r \��(- +"r 	V$,(-, %*� N- +"r 3/v1 �0t1 B0*m%-(- ̀ 0+/41 �"0o#(,
i1 5(2* �o0+87.

[Theseus] lawfully married Meliboea, the mother of Ajax. Hesiod adds

Hippe, and Aegle too, for whose sake he violated his oaths to Ariadne, as

Cercops says.
56

By way of complicated (and in my opinion, not particularly convincing;

see below) reasoning, the editors have attributed these two complemen-
tary fragments to the Aegimius (see frr. 294–301 Merkelbach-West), the

only poem of the Hesiodic corpus to have been assigned in antiquity 

to specific poets other than Hesiod. The Hesiodic authorship of the

Cinaethonis, Asii et Carminis Naupactii fragmenta, Leipzig 1840, pp. 160–162. On Theseus’

adventures with women see Gantz, Early Greek Myth (cit. n. 3), pp. 276–291.

55
On the allegation by Hereas see M. L. West, Hesiod: Theogony, Oxford 1966, p. 50 

n. 1. On the circulation of Hesiodic poems in early Greece see my ‘The Hesiodic corpus’,

[in:] F. Montanari, A. Rengakos & C. Tsagalis (eds), Brill’s Companion to Hesiod, Leiden

2009, pp. 98–101.

56
Trans. Most, Hesiod: The Shield (cit. n. 53), slightly modified.



Aegimius is firmly maintained only by Stephen of Byzantium, who quotes

from the second book of the poem (fr. 296 Merkelbach-West). The main

competitor for the authorship of the Aegimius was the little known Cer-
cops of Miletus, quoted mainly by a limited number of mythographical

sources.
57

Elsewhere, dealing with Peleus and Thetis, Athenaeus raises

doubts as to whether Hesiod or Cercops was the author of the 	T$sμ*/1
(Ath. 11.503d = Hes. fr. 301 Merkelbach-West = 238 Most: +"r ] 3t-
	T$sμ*/- %n �/*q2"1 &V)� R2s/%u1 F23*- M �o0+87 ] �*,q2*/1� ‘H-)" �/3�
H23"* Fμt- 74+3q0*/-, _06"μ& ,"�-’); on the other hand, the small num-
ber of other sources who quote fragments from the poem waver between

Cercops and anonymity, limiting themselves to the formula ] 3t-
	T$sμ*/- �/*q2"1, whereas Ps.-Apollodorus quotes Cercops twice, with-
out connecting him to any specific poem (Bibl. 2.1.3; 2.1.5).

As a matter of fact, the controversy over the author may have been even

more muddled in antiquity, if a passage of Tzetzes’ commentary on the Iliad,

recently reedited by Manolis Papathomopoulos, is to be trusted, where

Tzetzes assigns the poem to a Clinias Carystius, a name otherwise unattest-
ed in the whole extant corpus of Greek literature (Tzetz. in Hom. Il. 1.109, 

p. 200 Papathomopoulos: ^- D0$/- +"r 3&30;5)",μ/- ,�$&* �,&*-!"1 ] �" -
0<2 3*/1 ] 3t- 	T$sμ*/- �/* 2"1). Tzetzes then proceeds to quote four lines

of the poem which are also found in a Euripidean scholion, which assigns it

to ‘the poet of the Aegimius’ (Hes. fr. 294 Merkelbach-West = 230 Most).58
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57
A Pythagorean Cercops of uncertain dating, who composed a katabasis and a hieros logos,

was also known in antiquity (cf. Cic. Nat. D. 1.107 [where, however, the name Cercops has

been introduced by conjecture]; Clem. Al. Strom. 1.131.5); he has often been identified with

the poet of the Aegimius, although evidence for this is missing. On Cercops see in particular

Marckscheffel, Hesiodi, Eumeli (cit. n. 54), pp. 163–66; K. O. Müller, Die Dorier, I, 2nd ed.,

Breslau 1844, p. 29 n. 2. Most recently, U. Kenens, ‘The sources of Ps.-Apollodorus’s Library:

A case-study’, Quaderni Urbinati di Cultura Classica 97 (2011), pp. 129–146, at 140–144, has iden-
tified Cercops, following some earlier attempts, with the Orphic poet mentioned by Cicero

and Clement of Alexandria. She is however wrong in assuming that Ps.-Apollodorus testifies

that the Aegimius was attributed to both Hesiod and Cercops, since the poem is never expli-
citly mentioned in the Bibliotheca (see p. 140 nn. 4–5, which follows M. van der Valk, ‘On

Apollodori Bibliotheca’, Revue des Études Grecques 71 (1958), pp. 100–168, at 162–163).
58

For a tentative identification of Clinias see M. Papathomopoulos, Nouveaux frag-
ments d ’auteurs anciens, Athens 1980, pp. 27–28 and n. 1. However, Tzetzes’ reliability on this
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On the grounds of the occurrence of the names of Hesiod and Cer-
cops in the Athenaeus passage, Reinhold Merkelbach and Martin West in
their editio maior of the Hesiodic corpus have assigned the information it
conveys on Theseus and Aegle to the ‘Hesiodic’ Aegimius, and as a conse-
quence the attribution has also been extended to the more generic men-
tion of ‘Hesiod’ in the Plutarch passage. Moreover, Merkelbach and West
have classified the Athenaeus passage on Hippe and Aegle for a second
time, as fr. 147 in the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women (whereas Glenn Most
arranges it as fr. 235b), thereby implicitly indicating how speculative the
attribution to the Aegimius is. 

Yet, the point I intend to make here is that the oscillation between
Hesiod and Cercops in the ancient testimonies may not necessarily imply
that only one poem named Aegimius was circulating in early Greece, or
else that only one of the two poets, if any, should be credited with such a
poem.59 As a matter of fact, it should be pointed out that in this passage
Athenaeus (11.557a), far from contrasting Cercops and Hesiod on the
authorship of the Aegimius (as he does elsewhere, i.e. 11.503d = Hes. fr. 301
Merkelbach-West), mentions them alongside each another regarding one
matter narrated in the poem, namely the women loved by Theseus. After
mentioning Hesiod, Athenaeus brings Cercops into the context in order
to provide an additional detail on the story of Theseus and Aegle; unless
one rejects Athenaeus’ evidence as unreliable, it follows that the addition-
al information in the account of Cercops (the breaking of Theseus’ oath
to Ariadne) was not narrated in the Hesiodic poem and for this reason
Cercops is brought in. The omission of the oath in Hesiod can be
accounted for by the catalogic nature of Hesiodic poetry, which in general
tended to avoid expanded narratives (with few notable exceptions). 

If we accept this view, it thus follows that, as was already argued by
Wilhelm Marckscheffel in 1840, there were two independent poems cir-

matter (as well as on other matters) is a moot point; it should be noted that the name of
Clinias is dropped in a scholion by Tzetzes to his own commentary, where the same frag-
ment occurs again (p. 457 Papathomopoulos).

59 See U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Die Ilias und Homer, Berlin 1916, p. 412–413,
followed by A. Rzach, ‘Kerkops’, [in:] Realencyclopädie der classischen Altertums wissenschaft,
Supplementband 4 (1924) coll. 901–902, at 901 with further considerations.



culating in antiquity, relating Theseus’ love for Aegle and the sorrow of

Ariadne.60 Further evidence in support of the view here expressed can be

found in a fragment from Aristotle’s Poetics quoted by Diogenes Laertius

(2.46 = Arist. fr. 75 Rose), where it is reported that ‘also Cercops

ephiloneikei with Hesiod when he was alive’ (+"r �o0+87 F5*,/-&s+&*
R2*u%� '�-3*), just as Xenophanes did, whereas Cylon of Croton

ephiloneikei with Pythagoras, Amphimenes of Cos with Pindar etc. The

widespread assumption among scholars (especially from the past) that

Cercops and Hesiod competed in rhapsodic contests61 rests on the misin-
terpretation of the verb 5*,/-&*+&�- in the passage of Diogenes Laertius.

In this passage Xenophanes is explicitly said to philoneikein with Homer

and Hesiod when they were already dead, which clearly shows that the

meaning of the verb in this context is not ‘to compete’, but ‘to take issue,

to argue with, criticize’, which is precisely what Xenophanes did when he

blamed Homer and Hesiod for misrepresenting the behaviour of the

gods.62 The testimony of Diogenes Laertius can therefore be taken to

allude to the existence of two poems, and to mean that Cercops diverged

from Hesiod regarding the version of a myth in one of his poems. It can

be gathered from Ps.-Apollodorus (Bibl. 2.1.3; 2.1.5) that Cercops dealt
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60 On the Aegimius see Marckscheffel, Hesiodi, Eumeli (cit. n. 54), pp. 160–163, esp. 162:
‘Cum enim perspexerimus, Athenaeum duo diversa carmina habuisse ante oculos, quorum
alterum Hesiodo alterum Cercopi ... tribuebat, hoc iam pro certo possumus et explorato
ponere, neque Plutarchum neque Athenaeum Aegimium respexisse. Plutarchus autem
omnino nullum carmen Hesiodi manibus tractabat, quum illud scriberet, sed ex Hereae
libro notitiam suam hauriebat. Sed illud vix dubitari poterit, quin versus, quem Hereas ser-
vaverat, ex eodem carmine [n.: ‘Erat autem Catalogus aut Thesei ad inferos descensus’]
eiectus fuerit, quo Hippa et Aegla (Athenaeo teste) legitimae Thesei uxores dicebantur’;
see already Schweighaüser, Animadversiones in Athenaei (cit. n. 54), p. 9: ‘Verum ita diser-
te hoc loco Hesiodi testimonium a Cercopis testimonio distinguitur, ut fere dubitari non
possit, e diversis operis ducta esse’. On the possibility that Cercops may have composed
other poems than the Aegimius see Marckscheffel, Hesiodi, Eumeli (cit. n. 54), p. 165;
Rzach, ‘Kerkops’ (cit. n. 59), col. 901.

61 See already F. Wüllner, De cyclo epico poetisque cyclicis commentatio philologica, diss.
Münster, 1825, p. 50; Rzach, ‘Kerkops’ (cit. n. 59), col. 901.

62 See Marckscheffel, Hesiodi, Eumeli (cit. n. 54), p. 165; F. G. Welcker, Der Epische
Cyclus oder die homerischen Dichter, I, 1st ed., Bonn 1835, p. 270 n. 435 = I, 2nd ed., 1865, p. 248
n. 435; C. G. Heyne, Ad Apollodori Bibliothecam observationes, II, Göttingen 1803, p. 354.
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with various mythical themes in his poetry, including for instance Nau-
plius’ marriage to Hesione, a detail unattested in the extant sources.63

As a final note in favour of my interpretation, it may be added that –
somewhat similarly to Athenaeus – in the first century bc the learned
Philodemus (who often drew on the erudition and competence of Apol-
lodorus of Athens) quotes the Aegimius without mentioning the name of
the poet, next to Hesiod in a context related to the one-eyed daughters of
Phorcys (Hes. fr. 295 Merkelbach-West = 233 Most: ] 3t- 	T$sμ*/- �/*[q2"1�
�"0l] %� /e- R2*u[%8*]...; cf. Theog. 270–283). This detail could count as fur-
ther evidence for the existence of two distinct poets, both dealing with the
same mythical material.

Admittedly, we are on thin ice in dealing with these fragments and the
scanty information provided by the ancient sources; but if my interpreta-
tion is correct, it means that, contrary to what the editors of Hesiod have
always thought, we have in Athenaeus’ passage (13.557a) two distinct
 fragments on Theseus and Aegle (and Ariadne), one to be attributed to
Hesiod, the other to Cercops (= Cercops fr. 1). Moreover, once one frag-
ment is attributed to Cercops, we no longer have any reason to place the
other in the Aegimius, because it is just as likely to have belonged in the
Catalogue of Women, listing the women loved by Theseus and their off-
spring (Hes. fr. 147 Merkelbach-West). 

Ettore Cingano
willyboy@unive.it

63 See Kenens, ‘The sources of Ps.-Apollodorus’s Library (cit. n. 57).
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